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ANS I RACr

Recent empirical work in developed markets shows evidence for higher valuation ul 

firms in countries with a better legal environment. We investigate whether differences in 

the quality of linn lc el corporate governance reporting also help to explain firm 

performance in a cross-section of companies listed at the Nairobi Slock Exchange. 

Constructing a broad Kenyan corporate governance index (KCCil) for Kenyan public 

firms, we document a positive relationship between governance practices and firm 

performance. An investment strategy that bought high-KCOI firms and shorted low- 

KCCil firms would earn significant abnormal returns.



CHAPTER ONE 1.0: INTRODIK I ION

1.1 BACKGROUND

Wherever powers is exercised lo direct control ami regulate activities Unit alTect 

peoples' interests, there is the need for good governance. Corporate governance which is 

concerned with the processes by which corporate entities, particularly public liability 

companies, arc directed and controlled has become a topical issue in many countries. I he 

debate on the role and control of coipotations has moved lo the top of many national 

agendas as a result of the spread of I'S-stylc shareholder activism, privatizations and the 

opening-up of markets in the developing countries, ns well as the growing incidence of 

bad corporate management and outright fraud.

Academic researchers, practitioners, and regulators have conic to recognize the 

importance of good eoiporutc governance - a vigilant board of directors, timely and 

adequate disclosure o f financial information, meaningful disclosure about the 

coijHiralion. and transparent ownership • in enhancing the well-being of the corporate 

sector. At the national level, promotion of good corporate governance practice improves 

the ability of domestic firms to attract more investment from the international 

investment community.

Internationally, the Asian financial crisis of 1997, and the more recent the Fnron ami 

Paminlatt crises underscored the importance of structural reforms tit the governance of 

the business sector Since then, various initiatives have been undertaken to promote such 

reforms. I he international investment community has developed several indices to 

measure the state of corporate governance. For example. Standard and Poor's 

transparency and Disclosure Index assesses the transparency and disclosure practices of 

corporations around the world, while the Credit I yonnais Corporate Governance Index 

•ipplics some major corporate governance factors - including discipline, transparency, 

independence, accountability, responsibility, fairness, and social awareness - to rate 

corporations in different markets. In Fast Asia, in 2001. ministers of the Asia-Pacific
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Economic Cooperation countries endorsed guidelines lor good corporate governance 

practices as set out by the Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PF.CC).

Corporate governance refers in essence to the organization ot the relationship between 

owners and managers of a corporation 1 he term corporate governance has two 

components: corporate, which refers to corporations or big companies; and governance, 

which is defined as the act, fact, or manner of governing. The term was defined by the 

Cadbury Committee, a group set up in the tJK in 1991 to examine standards ol'linaneiul 

reporting and accountability, as ‘the system by which companies arc directed and 

controlled’.

I anno (1999). defines corporate governance ns the organization of the relationship 

between the owners tuid the managers in the control of a corporation, lie goes on to add 

that a good corporate governance system will be able to tackle the conflicts of interest 

between managers and owners of a corporation, and resolve them. Although other 

stakeholders, such as the workforce, government agencies, banks, suppliers and 

customers, or the public at large, have an interest in corporate control, ultimately, it is the 

shareltolder-iunnagcr relationship which is the most essential in corporate governance 

and which best lends itself to international comparison. It should l>e noted, however, that 

in some countries where there is lesser shareholder participation, other •stakeholders' 

have been given greater say in management In several European countries, employees 

lim e seats on the management board, effectively the supervisory board

More relevantly . hi Kenya. The Centre lor Corporate Governance defines corporate 

governance as the manner in which the power of and over a corporation is exercised in 

the stewardship of its assets and resources so us to increase and sustain shareholder value 

as well as satisfying the needs and interests of all stakeholders.

Hie governance of a successful corporation typically includes an effective board of 

directors that carries mi' ii1; responsibilities with integrity mid competence. An effective 

board must put in place systems to ensure that the organization obligations to its
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shareholders arc met. I hey must cusuie full mid timely disclosure of performance of the 

business to its owners and the investments community at large (Colley ct al 2005).

In recent times, the frontiers of corporate governance have been excluding rapidly, in 

tandem with the increasing gravity o f governance challenges to directors, boards, 

investors, management, regulators and academicians. Yet issues of governance are not 

new. Corporate governance has been practiced for as long ns there have been curjK>rnie 

entities, characterized by the separation of ownership from management and control 

Indeed. Adam Smith shows tluii he understood the issue of corporate governance, even 

though he did not use the phrase:

'Directors o f companies, being managers o f other people '.\ money, a cannot w ell be 

expected that they will watch over it with the same anxious vigilance w ith w hich painters 

in a cor/toratc company watch over their own " (Smith 1776 edit 1976; p264).

It was not however until the I980’s that the topic received much attention 

" I he proper governance of companies will become crucial to the world economy as the 

proper governing of countries'*. I Howes. 2000: p. I )

A decade earlier Peter Drucker. when examining the challenges managers would face in 

the 1990’s predicted that: “The governance of business is likely to become an issue 

throughout the developed world". (The Economist. 21” October 1989: p26).

These predictions have come to pass as evidenced by the interest that the subject of 

corporate governance has generated in the media, professional, academic literature and 

society at large. Several reasons can be advanced for this interest in corporate 

■governance.

irstly. the interdependence between the society and business demand that companies be 

iccountablc lo die society as company decisions have far teaching effects on the society 

md the environment. Companies not only provide essential goods and services, they pav
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taxes, create employment nml engage In community-based activities nml have thus 

become development ".tuners with the society. As society becomes increasingly 

dependent on companies it (society) becomes more concerned with corporate activities 

and their governance as they (companies) play a key role in the creation of wealth both .it 

the national and the corporate level. Druckcr (1974) says that society will scrutinize 

company activities and especially those of large and visible business so ns to ensure 

accountability-

Secondly, public attention following high profile corporate scandals and collapses in 

recent times of companies such ns Enron. Parmatott, WorldCom, the Bank of Credit and 

Commerce International (BCC1). among others, without any warning wiped out the 

wealth of shareholders in one fell swoop, resulting in intense pressure to reexamine the 

governance of corporations. Kenya has had its fare share of financial seams as 

demonstrated by the collapse of l.onrho. frost Bank. Euro Bank. Kenya Finance Trust 

and Uchumi Supermarket* Limited. Many scholars ascribe corporate failure to a weak 

board, unable to exercise their mandate adequately (Stiles (1993).

Thirdly, the hard economic times and shocks all over the world have exposed corporate 

weaknesses. I lie volatility of the world economy has significantly increased the risks 

faced by companies today. Stiles (1993) asserts that in such a non-compromising 

environment we can no longer afford to overlook corporate fraud, mismanagement and 

unjustified executive pay awards among other irregularities ((Sec also Demb and 

Neubaucn(l992): Dimsdale and Prevezer; (1994)).

finally, the globalization of economies and the growth of financial and investment 

markets in the 1990s has presented an opportunity for institutional investors to deploy 

their massive funds internationally. As they seek to do so. they axe insisting on high 

standards of corporate |,v ' Ci nance in the companies in which they must invest (0  ACG; 

199*)) Investor confidence an only be enhanced with good corporate practices where 

there is accountability and transparency. After nil. art investor can only trust management
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once the objectives and the return on their equity has been stated hence the demand for 
accountability from tlie directors.

Consequently governments and boards of corporations have been forced to pay attention 

to fundamental issues of corporate governance as essential for public economic interest. 

Without investment, companies will stagnate and collapse If business enterprises do not 

prosper, there will be no economic growth, no employment, no taxes paid and invariably 

the country will not develop, lhc country needs well-governed and managed business 

enterprises that cun attract investments, create jobs and wealth, remain v iable, sustainable 
and competitive in the global market place.

"Good corporate governance therefore becomes a prerequisite for notional economic 
development" (CACCi; 1999).

1.2 STATEMENT OF THE I’ltOULF.M

Corporate governance has succeeded in attracting a good deal of public interest because 

of its apparent importance tor tire economic health of corporations and society in general 

However, the concept of corporate governance is poorly defined because it potentials 

covers a large number of distinct economic phenomenon As u result diflercnt people 

huve come up with different definitions that basically reflect their special interest in the 

field, lhc organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) lus looked 

at corporate governance as the system by which business corporations are directed and 

controlled. It specifics the distribution of rights and responsibility among different 

participants in corporation such us board, managers, shareholders and other stakeholders. 

In doing this it provides the structures through which the company objectives are set and 

the means ol attuining those objectives and monitoring performance.

corporate governance in emerging mnikets has not been studied as intensively studied, 

lhc preponderant of studies have been in US and other developed economics like Japan. 

L'K.and Germany (Shlcifcr and Vishny. 1997).
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Ah reviewed in die Literature Review section (Sec 2.7» work on corporate governance 

can grouped in three categories. 1 lie first Miami of tins research has been on the study o f 

the link between ownership structure and linn performance Nlorck et a!.(!988) aiul 

McConncI and Servens (1990). Clncsscns et ol.(1999), La I’mta cl ul. (1999). Clacsscns 

and Djankov (1999). Short and Kcasey. (1999). Weir and Laing and Mcknight (2002). 

and Lin (2003).

The second strand o f research on the governance/ performance link focuses the 

association between board characteristics and firm performance, where the board's 

oversight role is meant to mitigate the agency conflict between shareholders and top 

management (Jensen and Mecklin 1973). Studies include Hermalin and Wcisbach 

(1991). Bhagat and Black (1999). Rosenstcin and Wyatt (1990). Valiras and Theodorou 

(1998) and Weir. Laing and McKnight (2002).

\  final strand of research on the link between perfominnee and governance seeks to 

construct corporate governance indices which arc then correlated to performance'value. 

Such studies include Gompers et al. (2003). Gillan. Ilartzcll, and Starks (2003). Klapper 

and Love (2002), Black . Jang and Kim (2005). and I'adgcil and Shabbir (2005.

In Kenya, the institutions that have been at the forefront in sensitizing the corporate 

sector in Kenya on corporate governance arc I he Capital Markets Authority (CMA). the 

Nairobi Slock Exchange (NSE). the Center for Corporate Governance (CCG) and Central 

Bank of Kenya (CUK) which regulates the banking industry.

I he CMA created a major impact in the development of corporate governance guidelines 

I in Kenya when it issued in 2002 the Capital Market guidelines on Corporate Governance 

ll'tacticcs and disclosures. These guidelines were published under a gazette notice No. 

1369 of 25l" January 2002 and not u legal notice and therefore do not have the force of 

■ law. However, certain of the guidelines have subsequently been incorporated into legal 

Inoticc No.60 of 3,J May 2002 as part of the Capital Markets guidelines and are 

■enforceable in law. I he staled objective of the CMA guidelines on Corporate
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Governance is to strengthen and promote the standards of self-regulation and bring the 
level of governance practices in line with international trends.

following the CM A guidelines, the NSE amended its Listing Manual and incorporated 

the CMA guidelines on corporate governance into the continuous obligations of listed 

companies and it continuously monitors compliance by listed companies with these 

obligations.

In Kenya the emphasis on good corporate governance and accountability to shareholders 

and stakeholders has been on listed companies. The potential for listed companies being 

subjected to sanctions for non-compliance by either the CMA or NSF has played an 

important role encouraging compliance with the guidelines.

I he Institute of Certified Public Accountants (Kenya) requires its members to report on 

the corporate go vermin*. J practices of companies they audit and the Institute of Certified 

Public Secretaries (Kenya) also encourage its members to ensure compli:incc with the 

corporate governance guidelines. Both institutions train their members on corporate 
governance issues.

Despite the plethora of initiatives front diverse quarter pushing the Corporate Governance 

ngendu Kenyan studies on corporate governance have restricted themselves to surveys of 

the stale of compliance with, and determinants of. selected governance mechanisms in 

vurious sectors: A sample of the studies include Jebet (2001) documenting the corporate 

governance structures in listed companies; Kitongn (2002) who studied the need for 

corporate governance audit in Kenya; Mwangi (2002), surveyed the corporate 

governance practices in the insurance industry; Mwangi (2003) investigating the 

determinants of corporate governance practices; and Wambua (2003) who documented 

the actions taken by boards o f companies facing rapid performance declines. In a recent 

study Mululu (2005) found that board activity is related to a number of corporate 

governance variables such as the bourd size, the number of executive directors, number 

of shares held by the largest shareholder, and that boards increase the frequency of their
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meetings during financial crises. More recently, Kcrich (2007) reports that good 

corporate governance structures arc an important catalyst o!' the speed with which hoards 

mount successful turn-round strategics in case of performance declines

The current study will be in the genre of Gompers. Ishi. and Metrick (2003) (hereafter 

U1M), Black et al. (2005). Padgett and Sliabbir (2005). and Silveini ct al. (2007). studies 

which take a holistic approach to corporate governance. construct Indiccs/Scorecards and 

test whether u governance premium on the value of companies, und their profitability 

attaches to sound corporate governance. Hie researcher is not aware of any effort in 

Kenya that has approached the issue from this perspective.

1.3 OBJKtTIVES OK H IE  STUDY 

The objectives of this study were:

1 Construct Corporate Governance Index (CGI) for companies listed at the NSF

2 Establish a link between Corporate Governance Index and Performance of listed 

companies

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE O FTIIF STI DY

The significance of corporate governance stems lrom the conception of the economic 

function of the corporation and its acknowledgement at law Corporate governance is the 

glue that holds the organization together in pursuit of its objectives, while the 

management of risk provides the resilience. It determines the way in which an 

organization is controlled und governed in order to achieve its objectives 

This study aims at crvnf ig awareness on the importance o f implementing good corporate 

governance practices both at the level of individual corporations and lor the economy as a 

whole Hie private sector will be informed of the need to instill a commitment to 

corporate governance reforms and facilitate the development of a corporate governance 

culture that would assist shareholders and potential investors in making choices on where 

to invest or divest.
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Our findings arc important to regulators, investors, academics, and others who contend 

ih.ii good corporate governance is important for increasing investor confidence and 
market liquidity (Donaldson, 2003)

l he Board of Directors will lind this study useful in making top executive replacement 

decisions and in their efforts to cultivate international linkages and maintain the evolution 

towards convergence with international standards and practices for accounting, audit and 
non-financial disclosure.

Tile study will also provide a platform for quality discussions and debates amongst 

academicians, policy makers, professionals and corporate leaders through workshops, 

conferences, meetings and seminars and provide the basis for further research regarding 

corporate governance, firm performance and board composition in Kenya. In encouraging 

research capability in the area of corporate governance in the country, the study will 

provide key inputs for developing laws and regulations which meet the twin objectives of 

maximizing wealth creation and fair distribution of this wealth
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CHAIM F.k TWO: U1ERATURE REVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 History of corporate governance

Hie concept of Corporale Governance lias a long history lrickcr(2000). In the ancient 

times, when humans roomed oil this earth in tribes, there were tribal communes in 

existence, lhc activities of tlie tribe as well as individual members were supervised by 

tribal communes to ensure adherence to tribal norms. Over a period of time, the tribal 

form gave rise to agrarian communities where the concept of family took hold. The 

family luid a structure based on uge and experience and the activities of the family 

members were viewed by the family councils.

In the Roman Empire, specific corporate bodies, such municipal bodies were developed 

to manage public affairs with transparency for common good. In the Middle Fast, the 

nomadic tribes had their councils to ensure fair play and justice. I he evolution of 

Christianity and Islam in the Middle Fast placed the responsibility o f governance on 

religions. The Church and the Mullahs were the torehliearers of the concept and practice 

of governance.

In ancient India, the ruling emperors decided the concept and practice of governance. The 

treaties on economic administration. Arthashastm, written roughly 315 years before 

Christ developed a complete structure ol governance in a kingdom with clear 

demarcation of authority, responsibility and accountability. In the Far Fast. Japan and 

China also placed the governance in the hands of their kings.

In the post Christ period, with improved navigation mid availability of vessels, the traders 

from Europe, especially the Portuguese and the Dutch explored the known expanse of the 

earth and gave rise to global trading entities. These entities reported to the kings. This 

"us the beginning of corporate governance. As we approach the 16l,‘ century , the most
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powerful trading nation, England, formed a variety of regulations and regulatory 

authorities such as joint stock companies and Bank o f England to govern all trading 

activities on n platform of accountability, efficiency, effectiveness and stakeholders* 

satisfaction. The concept of corporate governance was the basic platform for these 

regulations and regulatory authorities and over a period of time the concept and its 

practice took a firm root for all activities. Commonwealth association for corporate 

governance defines corporate governance as n defined and promulgated interaction 

between the directors and management in pursuit of sustained wealth creation for the 
shareholders and stakeholders.

The corporate governance structure specifics the distribution of rights and responsibilities 

among different participant* in the corporation, such as the boatd, managers, shareholders 

and other stakeholders, and spells out the rales and procedures for making decisions on 

corporate affairs. By doing this, it also provides the structure through which the company 

objectives are set. and the means of attaining those objectives and monitoring 
performance (OECD).

Capital Markets Authority (2003) refers to corporate governance os the manner in which 

the corporation's total portfolio of assets and resources rue managed with the objective of 

maintaining and, increasing shareholders long term value while taking into account the 

interests of other stakeholders. Thus corporate governance seeks to ensure that the Board 

of Directors and management act in the best interests o f the corporation and its 
Stakeholders.

It is often alleged that boards of directors arc more independent as proportion of outside 

directors increases (Jolw and Senbet (1998). However, Foserg (1989) find no relation 

between the proportion of outside directors and various performance measures (i.c. sales, 

return on equity and expenses). Bhagat and Black (2002) find no linkage between the 

proportion of outside directors and return on assets, asset turnover and stock returns. In 

contrast, Baysinger and Butler (1985) and Roscnstcin and Wyatt (1990) show that (he 

nMlra*t rewards firms for appointing outside directors, Brick ley. Coles and Terry (1994)
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find a positive relation between proportion of outside directors and stock market reaction 

to poison pills adoption and Anderson, Mansi and Reeb (2004) show that the cost of debt 

as proxied by bond yield spreads is inversely related to board independence.

Several studies have examined the separation of CEO and chairman, positing that the 

agency problems are higher when the same person holds those positions. Using a sample 

of 452 firms in the Forbes magazines rankings o f the 500 largest US public firms 

between 1984 and 1991, Ycrmack (1996) shows that the firms arc more valuable when 

the CFO and board chairman are separate. Core. Ilolthouscn und I nreker (1999) find that 

CEO compensation is lower when the (TO  and chairman ate separate.

2.1.2 Importance of corporate governance

Corporate governance is concerned with direction and control of corporate bodies. I hesc 

activities arc far more basic as compared to profitability and performance of companies. 

They lay the foundation for future progress of business. Corporate governance is the 

framework that ensures accountability. Once it is in place, firms are free to go about their 

way in creating shareholder value and registering growth.

In less developed emu.,lies, corporate governance is a prerequisite for capital market 

development. New investors eon be encouraged to invest in corporate securities only 

when there is credible coqxjratc governance in force. Without it. investors will not come 

forward to stake their money in companies und private limited companies will not come 

forward to list their shares on stock exchanges. 11

11 >* sometimes argued that corporate governance mechanism is an alternative to 

competitive markets. The implication is that competition in product and capital markets 

can nuke up for deficiencies in corporate governance. Ibis is a wrong notion. Markets 

rosy take time to react; they can he deliberately misled and their corrective action may he 

'try  drastic. Past evidence shows tlml efficient, developed markets do not guarantee good 

fiGVcraancc. It is better to view governance as assistance to competition; good 

fovcmoncc speeds up competitive adaptation and bad governance slows it down. So



whether markets are developed or undeveloped, corporate governance remains a priori!)
area.

I lie Global ( orporatc Governance Forum notes ‘Corporate governance has become an 

issue ol worldwide importance. The corporation has a vital role to play in promoting 

economic development and social progress. It is the engine of growth internationally, and 

increasingly responsible lor providing employment, public and private services, goods 

and infrastructure. The efficiency and accountability of the corporation is now a matter of 

both private and public interest, and governance has. thereby, conic to the head of the 
international agenda’

Corporate governance lays down the framework for creating long-term trust between 

companies and external providers of capital. It improves strategic thinking at the top by 

inducting independent directors who bring a wealth of experience, and a host of new 

ideas. Corporate governance limits the liability of top management and monitoring of risk 

thin a lion laces globally. It has long term reputational effects among key stakeholders, 

both internally (employees) and externally (clients, communities, political/regulaiory 
agents).

A counity s capacity to achieve sustainable prosjvrity which is progressive economic 

growth and social development over a prolonged period of time depends on decisions 

al»out the allocation, utilization and investments of resources. In the liberalized global 

market, a country’s capacity to create am! produce wealth is closely related to the process 

by which corporate resources arc allocated, utilized or invested. Strategic decisions about 

die allocation and utilization of corporate resources are the foundations or investments in 

productive capacities that can make innovation and economic development possible. 

Ihesc decisions arc made by or await the judgment of the boards of corporations.

Corporate competitiveness depends on the ability of boards to apply focused intelligence 

10 ̂ TOcra,e innovative ideas, acquire and apply the knowledge and know how to push and 
integrate their corporation into the competitive global market (CCG Kenya, 2006).
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I he positive effect of good corporate governance on different stakeholders ultimately is a 

strengthened economy, and hence good corporate governance is a tool for socio

economic development. After East Asian economies collapsed in the late 20"‘ century, the 

World Hank's president warned those countries, that for sustainable development, 

corporate governance has to be good. Economic health of a nation depends substantially 

on how sound and ethical businesses arc.

2.2 Til LOUIES O f CORPORA IT. GOVERNANCE 

Agency theory

I he agency relationship is described in the work ol Jensen and Meckling (1970). I lie 

agency tlteoiy identifies the agency relationship where one parly, the principal (The 

Company), delegates work to another party, the agent (Hoard of Directors).

In the context ol corporations and issues of corporate control, agency theory views 

Corporate Governance mechanisms as being an essential monitoring device in ensuring 

that any problems that may be brought about by principal-agent relationships are 

minimized

Transaction Cost Economics

Transaction cost economics (ICE) as expounded by the work of Williamson (1975. 

19X4) is often viewed as closely related to agency theory TCP views the firm as 

governance structure whereas agency theory views the firm ns a nexus of contrasts. As 

firms grow in size, as may he caused hy desire to achieve economies of scale amongst 

other factors, there is an increasing need for more capital which needs to he raised from 

the capital markets and thus possibility of widening the shareholder base.

Stakeholder Theory

The stakeholder theory lakes account of a wider group of constituents rather than 

focusing on shareholders. A consequence of focusing on shareholders is maintenance of 

shareholder value as paramount, whereas when a wider stakeholders group such as 

employees, providers of credit, customers, suppliers, government and local authority is
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Iaken '"lo nccounl lhc overriding focus on shareholder value becomes less evident rhis 
mc.ins ih.it the shareholders have a vested interest in trying to ensure that the resources 

are used to maximum v Teel which in turn should be to benefit the society as a whole.

I he Stewardship Model

In the stewardship model 'manage!* aic good stewards of the corporations and diligently 

work to attain high levels of corporate profit and shareholder returns' (Donaldson cV: 

Davis IW I) Donaldson & Davis note that 'Managers are motivated by achievement and 

responsibility needs' and given the needs of managers for responsible, self-directed work, 

organizations may be belter served to free managers from being submissive to non
executive director dominated Boards'.

C’lavx Hegemony Theory

Hegemony is defined as the process by which the dominant classes or class fractions, 

through their privileged positions propagate values that reinforce their control over 

politics and the economy. These values form a dominant ideology. The dominant 

ideology in any society is a set of common sense assumptions that legitimates the existing 

distribution of power. Ideology makes this structure of power seem 'natural', 'normal' or 
'inevitable* and therefore beyond challenge.

Class hegemony in the case o f Corporate Governance could include the shareholder ship 

o! corporate entity, or other stakeholder ship. It would therefore imply that there i> a 

grouping ol shareholders who would be seen ns more superior to others and hence their 

view* are considered more valuable than the ideas of the rest or the 
share holdcr/stakcholdcrs.

Managerial Hegemony t heory

It can be argued that management orany company would have the superior knowledge of 

the details of business in a certain industry, and Urns are best suited to direct the 

corporation in what would be perceived ns the best path for the company.
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2.3 CORPORATE GOVF.UNANCK PRINCIPLES

I lie concept of corporate governance embodies a numlvr of accepted management tools 

which have been urouiul Ibr some time. I he value of corporate governance is that it 

•haws these tools together into a logical, interrelated set of principles 

Key elements of good corporate governance principles include honesty, trust and 

integrity, openness, performance orientation, responsibility and accountability, strategy 

and value, mutual respect, corporate compliance and communication, and commitment to 
the organization.

Of importance is how directors and management develop a model of governance that 

aligns the values of the corporate participants and then evaluate this model periodically 

Ibr its effectiveness In particular, senior executives should conduct themselves honestly 

and ethically, especially concerning actual or apparent conllicts of interest, and disclosure 
in financial reports.

Commonly accepted principles of corporate governance include (OF.CDI:

■ Shareholder Rights and equitable treatment of shareholders 

Organization should respect the rights of shareholders and help shareholders to 

exercise those rights. I hey can help shareholders exercise their rights by effectively 

communicating inionu.ition that is undciMnudahle and accessible and cnconraginu 
shareholders to participate in general meetings.

• Interests of other stakeholders

Organizations should recognize that they have legal and other obligations to all 
legitimate stakeholders

• Role and responsibilities of the board

Jhe board needs n range o f skills and understanding to l>< able to deal with various 

business issues and have llie ability to review and challenge management 

performance. It needs to be of sufficient size and have an appropriate level of 

commitment to fulfil its responsibilities and duties. I here are issues about the 

appropriate mix of executive and non-executive directors. The key roles of 
chairperson and C Ft.) should not be held by the same person.
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• Integrity and ctliicul behavior

Organizations should develop a code of conduct lor their directors and executives that 

promotes ethical and responsible decision making.

• Disclosure and transparency

Organizations should clarify and make publicly known the roles and responsibilities 

of board and management to provide shareholders with a level o f accountability 

Thc> should also implement procedures to independently verify and safeguard the 

integrity of the company's financial reporting. Disclosure of material matters 

concerning the organization should be timely and balanced to ensure that all investors 

have access to clear, factual information.

2.4 BOARD ( IIARACTi:UISTICS(CMA GUIDELINES)

lo explain the role of board activity in corporate governance we relied on the notion 

(advanced by Videos (Id1)*)), and Weir ct nl (2002)) that governance mechanisms are 

substitutes or complements, their levels being determined by each linn’s broader control 

environment. It should also be recognized that nut all board activity will be productive 

because routine tasks und inefficiencies consume some time. We define below the 

governance mechanisms (board characteristics) which may. by and large, determine 
board activity and how they were measured.

Board Meetings: Neither the Companies Act nor the CMA guidelines on corporate 

governance prescribe the frequency of the board meetings. However, a number of public 

listed companies in Kenya now report on the number o f board meetings they held in the 
year.

In this study the main variable of interest which is used ns a proxy for the intensity of 

Inxird activity is the number of meetings (excluding telephonic meetings of the board) 

held by the board ol directors us recorded in the firms’ minute books. I assumed that the 

characteristics of the meetings for example content, quality, location, length, and the level 

°1 interaction at the meeting will hold constant during the period of the stud\
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Board Size: The Companies Act is silent on the board size (it sets n minimum of 2 

directors) ol public listed companies in Kenya The CMA guidelines on corporate 

governance practices (2002, p. 125) however provide that:

//re size oj the board should not be too huge to undermine an interactive 

discussion during boar,ling meeting1, or too small such that the inclusion of a 

wider expertise and skills to improve the effectiveness oj the board is 

compromised.''

Ultimately, the size of the board is however a product of the company’s relationships 

with the environment. It the organization has requirements for co-opting important 

external elements ol its environments, the greater this need for co-optation, the more 

member!! the organization will probably have to place on its board, Pfeifer (1072) also 

hypothesizes that the number of directors an organization luis will be directly related to 

the size of the organization. I Inis we expected to lind that as board size increases board 

activity would also increase to compensate for increasing process losses.

Inside Ownership: Inside ownership refers to the proportion o f equity held by insiders. 

I hypothesized lh.it if hoard activity is n good proxy lor active monitoring by the Itoard of 

directors, then board activity should he a substitute for high levels of inside ownership in 

disciplining managers. More specifically, ns inside ownership rises insiders have 

incentives to protect shareholder's inteicst and need less sujrervision by the board since 

hoard activity is hunt the efficient contracting view, "u costly monitoring alternative".

Outside Directors: The CMA corporate governance guidelines (2002) propose that a 

balanced hoard constitutes and effective board. It therefore requires that the board of 

directors of every listed company should icllcct a balance between independent, non

executive directors ami executive directors. I he independent and non-existence directors 

should form at least one-third of the membership of the board to ensure that no individual 

or small group of individuals can dominate board decision-making processes (CMA 

guidelines on corporate governance (2002 p i2A. 125)).



Hi us if higher hoard activity facilitates belter board monitoring, outside directors arc 

more likely to demand more hoard meetings to enhance their ability to monitor 

management In addition, in boards with more outside directors, more time is likely to Ik 

spent in briefing board members than would be required in boards with highci inside 

directors. Finis. there should Ik* a positive relationship between the representation of 

outside directors on the board and the level of board activity

Hie ( MA corporate guidelines (2002) defines independent" and “non-executive" 

directors as follows:- (Clauses 2.1.4.1 p. 124*5)

An “independent director" means a director wlto:-

hns not been employed by the company in an executive capacity within Use last five 

years; is not affiliated to an adviser or consultant to the company or a member of the 

company's senior management or a significant customer or supplier of the company 

or with a not-for-profit entity that receives significant contributions from the 

company, or within the last live years has not had any business relationship with the 

company (other than service as a director) for which the company has been required 

to make disclosure; lias no personal service (contracts) with the company, or a 

member of the company’s senior management; is not employed In a public company 

at which nu executive officer of the company serves as a director; is not a member of 

die immediate family o f any person described above: or has not had any of the 

relationships described above with any alfiliute of the company.

A “non-executive dia*e« >r” means a director who is nut involved in the administrative or 

managerial operations of the company (CMA corporate guidelines <2002. pl25 clause 

2.1.4.2).

I'naffiliatcd owners of large equity blocks: We define unaffiliated block holders as 

those shareholders owning more than five per cent of common stock, whether persons or 

institutions that are not related to firm executives and their relatives, or employee stock 

ownership plans. I his information is in the company’s annual reports.
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Hoard Committees: The CM A proposes that the board should establish relevant 

committees und delegate specific mandate to them. (CMA guidelines on corporate 

governance (2002 p.124 clause 2.1.1). It specifically recommends the establishment of 

audit and nominating committees. The PSIST (1991) recommends that these committees 

should mainly comprise independent nonexecutive directors due to the potential for 
conflict of interest.

An increase in the amount of delegation by the board, proxied by the total number of 

standing committees is likely to decrease the amount of work the board perforins directly 

us a group. This may however increase the need for coordination and superv ision by the 
hoard.

I.cudcr.sliip Structure: All the companies quoted in the Nairobi Stock Lxchange have 

separated the roles of the Chairman and the CEO (Jcbcl, (2001)). It is expected that as in 

the case of outside directors, an outside board chairman needs to be informed more 

frequent I) Titus, if the ntcusity of the board activity measures the quality of the board's 

monitoring, boards with an outsider chairman should meet more frequently.

Directors* Incentive Plans: Director incentive plans have become an increasingly 

poputur measure lor inducing outside directors to improve their monitoring performance 

If such plans motivate directors to become better monitors as suggested by Perry (19%). 

and board uetivity measures the quality of the board's monitoring, then all else being 

equal, board activity is expected to the higher where such plans arc in use.

lire Number of other Directorships held by Outside Directors: The CMA corporate 

governance guidelines (2002. p 124, clause 2.1.6) prohibit a person from holding mote 

than live directorships in any public listed company at one time. They also recommend 

that no person should hold more than two chairmanships in any public listed company at 

any one time so its to ensure effective participation in the company's affairs. It is 

hypothesized that hoard meeting frequency is negatively related to the "business" of 

directors.
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2 f? EMPIRICAL STUDIES

Ms*ny researchers in both US and UK have attempted to establish a relationship between 

' ar'otis measures of governance and performancc/value.

{‘"v important theme ot this research has been the study of the link between ownership 

structurc and linn performance Morek ct nl.( 1988) and McConnel and Scrvcas (1990) 

US,nB Tobin's Q as a measure of firm perfonnance. find a nonlinear relationship between 

"Vvnership structurc and firm perfonnance in the USA. with management being aliened 

U|,lt shareholder interests at tclnlivcly high and low equity levels with signs of 

cn,k-nelnncni at the intermediate levels.

* * 1 1 . front UK studies however are inconclusive, as some researchers (Short ami 

Kt‘asc>. I999> find results similar to those of Morek ct al. in the US. On the other hand. 

, ;“-'eio and I aslcr (1999) and Weir. Lning and McKnight (2002) do not find any 

r i*ationship between ownership structure and firm performance.

second strand of research on the governance/ performance link focuses the 

,ISi°eialioii between board characteristics and firm performance The board's oversight 

ro*c »' meant to mitigate the agency conflict between shareholders and top management 

(knsenand Mecklin 1973).

,l ' I'erforin their monitoring and oversight roles effectively, board committees are 

suI'Poscd to be composed o f “independent" directors, who arc mainly outside or non* 

t!iceuiive Studies on whether independent boards lead to better performance have 

rc,l|ittcd mixed results In the US. Memtalin and Wcisbacli (1991) and Bhag.it and Black 

(,9f y  find no significant relationship between l>oard characteristics and firm 

,'u | '>rm;mec. while Kosenstein and Wyatt (1990) find favorable stock market response to 

ann<Hincemcms of appointment of outside directors.

I" 'lie 11|̂  following Cadbury report recommendation Vnfcns and Theodorou (I998)iind 

n°  hrlmionsiiip between board characteristics (ratio of non executive directors, board 

holdings, chairman/ CEO duality) and firm value. Weir. Luing and McKnight
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(2002) who conducted cross sectional analysis o f 311 UK firms do not find any 

significant relationship between performance and governance variables including board 
variables.

Agrawal and Knoeber (1976) ascribe the apparent weak link between performance and 

governance to the endogeneity problem, which implies that the system is in equilibrium 
with respect to the governance choices.

Khanna and I'alepu (1999). and Sarkar and Sarkar (1998) and Cl tin be r and Majmudar 

(1999) report on the relationship between profitability anil value of Indian firms and the 

effect of corporate governance. Claessens and Djankov (1999) study corporate 

governance in transitional economics (Czech) and conclude that firms with concentrated 

ownership, foteign ownership, and ownership bv non-bank, financial investment funds 

aw more profitable and have higher lalnnir productivity. Gibson (20(G) fuunJ that CFOs 

ol emerging market firms are likely to lose their jobs liecausc of poor performance hut 

that this sensitivity ol job security to linn performance is dampened when the firm lias a 
major domestic shareholder.

A final strand ol research on the link between performance and governance seeks to 

construct corporate governance indices which arc then correlated to perform.incc/vnlue 

One such study is by Gontpers ct al. (2003), who use a set of governance provisions to 

construct u linn level index to proxy for shareholder rights. The researchers find that 

firms with strongest shareholder rights outperform those with the weaker rights. In 

related study, tiillnn . Ilurtzell. and Starks (2003)rcport results that support a positive 

relationship between higher board monitoring and greater industry growth opportunities, 

and negative relationship between boaid index pioduct uniqueness . implying that 

industries with unique products are less likely to have high l»oard monitoring. They also 

find that industries with greater financial leverage have less restrictive governance 
structures.

Using the index approach, and set in an emerging markets context , Klappcr and love 

(2002) investigate tire relationship between governance and linn performance and report
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ihm good governance is positively correlated with market valuations (Tobin's Q) and 

operating;performance (KOA) especially in countries with weaker legal systems.

A more recent study by Bluck . Jang and Rim (2005)dcvelop a comprehensive corporate 

governance index lor a cross section of 515 linns on the Korean Stock Fxchange Testing 

directly tor the endogeneity of their index, they do not find evidence of endogeneity in 

Hicir governance index, which is found to be to be significantly positively correlated with 

higher firm value Padgett and Shabbir (2005). develop n non-compliance index lor a 

panel of companies which are constituents of the I ISF. 350 from 2000 to 2003. The 

researchers found that noncompliance index is exogenous, and that greater non- 

compliance with the UK Code implies lower total shareholder returns in their sample of 
companies.
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C H A P T E R  T H R E E : 3 .0  R E S E A R C H  M E T H O D O L O G Y

3.1 RESEARCH DESIGN

I his vvase an nnalylicnl study o f the relationship between the value, and the corporate 

governance rating, of companies listed at the NSF. rite ratings of companies wasc 

calculated and the correlation tested between performance and corporate governance.

3.2 POPULATION AND SAMPLE

I lie population of the study was all companies listed at the NSL. Ibr die period 2003 to 

■'007 using panel data, We focused only on companies that have been listed continuously 

lor the coverage period 2000-2007 This will make n sample for a sample ot about 35 

companies out o f the population of listed companies numbering 55.

3.3 OPERATIONAL DEFIM I ION OF VARIABLES 

33.1. Corporate governance qualify

I his study employed the pioxy for corporate governance quality originally built by I cal 

and Carvulhnl-da-Silva (2007). (Efforts have been made to ensure the index construction 

has been adapted to Kenyan situation and is in line with CMA guidelines). Leal and 

Carvalhal-da-Silva created an index called “ Corporate Governance Practices Index” 

(CGI). The Kenyan version which bears the acronym. KCGI. is computed from the 

responses to forty live binary and objective questions, all of them assessed using publicly 

available secondary data. Fnch positive answer added one point, so that the final score for 

cadi firm ranges from 0 to -15 (worst to best corporate governance quality). The index 

was constructed, taking into account four dimensions deemed important by the literature 

to nv.es. corporate governance quality: disclosure: board composition and functioning: 

ethics and conflicts of interest; and shareholder rights. Appendix I shows the list of 

questionnaires used to construct the index (KCGI).
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This sludy used an jually weighted version of ihc index because it is easier lo 

reproduce. Also, although equally weighting nil 45 questions entailed a subjective 

evaluation, it luw been argued in the literature that this procedure is probably less 

questionable than imposing more complex weighting schemes.

3.3.2. Firms’ performance 

I lie study used three measure of firm performance;

First, the linn’s performance was measured by a simplified version of Tobins (J 
approximated by Market to book value.

Tobins 0  Market cquity/IJook equity.

Secondly, the linn’s performance was measured by return to total assets.

KOA (return on assets) _ Fnmings before interest and taxes (H ill)  divided by 

book value of assets

1 liirdly. another measure of profitability used is the return to equity.

KOI t return on liook equity) = Net income divided hv book value of equity.

3.3.3 Other Governance related variables

Ihe model used other governance related variables namely board size, block holdings, 

director shareholdings, while controlling for leverage and firm size variables which 

may affect the linn performance:

‘board size; Ihe negative relationship between board size and performance is 

one of the few empirical regularities in corporate finance. Hoard size was 

measured by the number of directors on the company’s board.

’block holdings; Block holders include institutional shareholders who hold over
22.5 of a company's equity.

Director ownership: Following Padget and Shnbbir (2005). the current $(ud> 

included directors ownership (cumulative) above 3% as a control variable 

* leverage; was measured by the ratio of total liability to total us sets.

*Size. The log of I 'ota! sales was used as a measure of size.
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3.3.4 The Model

Accordingly, ihc full model lo he tested was the following;

FirmPerJonnawe -  f lC U I  f f i  Jmhize + f i  j t e  + f }  J ev + f i  hlockhtdinKs + f )  firccirhlding

3.4 DATA ANALYSIS 

Index nnd sample analysis

Objective I was achieved by analyzing the descriptive statistics on the CGI for each ul 

the five years of the study. Ihc trends in the behavior of the index of the period were 

examined as wcio the year-on-year changes in the index for different firms for diffeicnl 
years.

Link between corporate governance and performance

To investigate the link between compliance with the guideline und firm performance, the 

model in section 3.3.4 was be applied. The regression results of performance on the 

explanatory variables was unuly/ed at various significance levels (0.10,0.05. and 0.01). i- 

statistics were used to test the strength of the relationships, especially between the index 

mul performance. We tested for endogeneity and multicollinearily using correlation 
coefficient table.
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4.1 SAMPLE SELECTION

I he study aimed nt documenting the financial statement disclosures of the 54 companies 

listed it the NSH for their financial years ending in the calendar year 2007. I he library of 

the CMA was the chief source of the statements. The library did not have several copies 

ot financial statements of several companies. The nfTcctcd companies were approached 

and where possible provided the statements. In all the researcher was able to access the 

statements of 35 companies which form the bu-sis of the study. Table I summarizes the 
results of the sampled companies.

4.2 ANALYSIS CORPORATE GOVERNANCE DISCLOSURES

Idle there is increasing tendency to disclose different aspects of corporate governance, 

the disclosure practices and the content of disclosures among the selected companies diJ 

not vary widely. It appears most listed companies base converged in their reporting 

practices. I wo factors contributing to the convergence can be cited First is the effect of 

the issuance of the CMA guideline which, though voluntary, nevertheless luid a 

compelling influence, with companies striving to comply. Second is the fuel that almost 

all companies on the NSF are audited by about four audit firms in the "big Five" league. 
This narrows the areas of discretion.

C H A P T E R  F O U R : D A T A  A N A L Y S IS  A N D  F IN D IN G S
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I'nlilc 4.1: C orpuratc Cuvcrunnce Disclosure Index Questionnaire Checklist.
financial statements will he examined let determine whether or not they report on the disclosui 
issues listed below. ‘YES' w ill score I, wbile ‘NO* SCORES 0.

DISCLOSURE
ITEM

TTL
SCORE

i r e
I'SSBL

%
SCORE

1 l innncial Disclosures:
1 Financial and Operating Results 30 35 t
7 Related Patty 1 mnsaction 33 30 0.942857
.VCrilicttl accounting policies 35 35 1
4. Corporate reporting 6 35 0 17142ft
framework
5. Statement of directors' responsibility 33 35 0 <>42857
6. Risk and estimates in preparing and presenting financial statements 6 35 0 171429
7. Segment reporting 23 35 08
S. Information regarding future plan 19 35 0 542307
9. Dividend 35 35 1
1‘OTAL M IIINDKX - DISCLOSURES 230 315 73.01537
II. Non- financial disclosures 
A. Company Objectives:
10. Information about company objectives 10

10

34

35 0.2357 M

It. Ownership andShareholders ’ Rights 
II. Ownership Structure 35 0.071429
12. Shareholder Rights 35 35 1
13. Size of hoard 35 35 1
U. Composition of board 35 35 1
IS Division between chairman and CEO 34 35 0 971429
16. Chairman Statement 35 35 1
17. Information about Independent 23 35 97 14
Director
18. Role and functions o f the hoard 30 35 0 857143
19. Organizational Hierarchy 12 35 0.342857
-0. Changes in Board S true hire 10 35 0 457143
21. Compliance with different legal rules 35 35 1
22: Audit committee 35 35 1
23. Remuneration committee 35 35 1
24. Any other committee 32 35 0 914280
25. Composition of the committee 29 35 0 82957*.
26. Functioning of the 31 35 0885714
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committee
27. Organisational code of 14 35 0 4
ethics
TOTAL Sl'UINDLX - SHAREHOLDER 520 630 82 539G8
KOI ITS

1). Members o f  the Board anil key executives:
28. Biography of the hoard members 22 35 0628571
29. No of directorship hold by individual members 2 35 0 057143
30. No of board meeting 24 35 0685714
31. Attendance in board meeting 8 35 0 228071
32 Director stock ownership 11 35 0 314280
13 1 >ii vetor remuneration 28 35 0.8
TOTAL SUIUNDEX-imi) STRUCTURE 95 210 45 2381

Material issues regarding employees, environmental and social 0
stewardship
34. Employee relation/Industrial lelution 24 35 0 685714
35. Environmental and social 25 35 0 714206
responsibility

/■'. Material foreseeable risk factors:
36. Risk assessment and management 28 35 0 8
37. Internal control system 17 35 0 485714

G. Independence o f  Auditors:
38. Auditor appointment and rotation 30 35 0 857143
39. Auditor fees 33 35 0 942857

111. Annual General Meeting:
40. Notice of the AGM 34 35 0 971429
4_b Agenda of the AGM 34 35 0 971429

IV. Timing and means of disclosure:
42. Separate Corporate Governance statement/ separate section for 31 35 0 885714
Corporate governance
43. Annual report through internet 20 35 0.57U29

If As .seen in I able 2 and I able .4. the range in the disclosure item scores among the 

Selected companies is narrow. With u maximum of 45 disclosure items nud the average
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score o f 32.74. or 72.75%, one company received ihe highest score of 41 or 89%. At the 

low end. also one company received a score of 26. or 55.55%.

lo assess whether an equal weighting scheme is appropriate, lable 2 shows the 

correlation matrix for all sub-indices (i e.. the ratings of the five governance categories in 

our survey). All correlations are positive, but in general nut very high. Otis indicates that 

our weighting scheme avoids double-counting by assigning undue weights to some 

governance practices (while neglecting others), which would lead to biases in our 

aggregate rating. Only the correlation between the categories 'board structure and 

functioning' and 'shareholder rights' ate above 0.5. This, however, should not impose n 

problem, because these two governance categories are hardly regarded as substitutes.

4.3 c o n s  r u t  ir r iN c ; a k e n v a n  c o r p o r a t e  g o v e r n a n c e  in d e x

We use a broad, multifactor corporate governance index (CGI), which is based on 

scores to objective governance survey questions in lable I These questions cover aspects 

of corporate gov ernance recommended by Capital Markets Authority (2002). Guidelines 

on Corporulc Governance in Public Listed Companies in Kenya.

In total, we collect 45 governance proxies divided into four categories: (I) Disclosures 

(financial). (2) Board structure and functioning. (3) Ethics, and (4) Shareholder rights. 

For each firm the aggregate tilling is an unweighted sum of the points across all proxies, 

ranging from 0 (minimum) lo 45 (maximum), fables I shows the resulting descriptive 

sttitisiics of the corporate governance index. The rating ov er the 35 Turns in our sample is 

slightly skewed to the lei). More than 40% of the firms have a rating between 34 and 37. 

It should also be noted that an equal weighting scheme for the different proxies makes no 

attempt to accurately rellect the relative importance of individual governance practices, 

but it has the advantage of being transparent and allows easy interpretations.



I able -1.2 Frc(|iu'iicy Distribution of I oltil Score b\ Individual Company. I lie total 

scores arc determined ns set out in Table 3

1 n la l  S c o re N C u m . N % C u n i. %

2 1 -2 5 1 i 2.94 2 .94

2 6 -3 0 X 9 23.53 26 .4 7

31-35 19 28 55 .88 82 .35

3 6 -4 0 7 35 17.65 1(10

\ " . ipileJ on.I Computed from the Annual Ktpotl of the Concerned Company

I able 4.3: Descriptive statistics of flic ( ’(,'l) Index
Main 33 71429
Median 34
Mode 35
Sliimljml devintion 3.214
Kuitoftis

0.145523
Skewness -0 14305
Range 15
Miiiiniiiin 20
Maximum 41
Coimt 34

4.4 RESULTS FOR CONTROL VARIABLES, SUBINDICES, AND BOARD 
COMPOSITION

We return in this part to OLS. mid describe results for the control variables we use ir. our 

base ()f.S regression (Section /I). We then consider the predictive power of cadi .subindex 

, (Section IS), individual governance elements (Section C). and board composition in 

particular (Section D) Two important results emerge. First, the power of KCG1 is not 

sensitive to how we construct this index, and comes from the cumulative effect of all live 

subindices. Second. Kenyan with 50% outside directors have significantly higher share
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prices limn linns with fewer outside directors. This effect Appears to be causal. This is the 

first strong evidence that greater board independence predicts higher share prices in 
emerging markets.

Results bur Control Variables

Extensive control variables were used to limit omitted variable bias, as well as the 

potential for the optimal differences flavor of endogeneity. The rationale, and OLS 

regression results, shown in I able 3 for each control variable are described Mow

i'irtn size.. Consistent with prior research (c.gj.nng and Stub, 1994). the coefficient on 

//r(SAl.tiS) is negative and highly significant. Our results are similar if we substitute 

hi( ASSFTS) for ///(SAUiSs). or use a 6 powers functional form of //Kassels) or ///(sales).

•1je<* (Lnfyenrs listed) Older linns could differ from younger firms both in Tobin’s q and 

governance practices. We therefore include ///(years listed) as a control variable. We 

expected a negative coefficient because younger firms are likely to be faster-growing and 

pe/haps more intangible asset-intensive. This variable is negative and significant.

l in n  leverage. Leverage can affect both Tobin's q and a firm's governance practices. 

Governance may also affect a firm's access to credit (Bhojraj and Sengupta, 2003). We 

control lor dcbt/mnrket value of equity (when we use mnrkct/book as a dependent 

variable, we use debt/book value of assets as a control variable). I his control is positive 
mid significant.

Profitability. Profitability is likely to be related to Tobin's*/ We therefore control for 

operating margin, defined ns FMH/sales. I his variable is positive but insignificant. 

it lock holdings. Share ownership is an important element of corporate

governance, but the relationship between ownership mid linn value is unclear and 

possibly nonlinear. We control for ownership by the largest shareholder 

(whether an individual . firm), and owncrship2. Neither variable is significant
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Hoard size. Our results ore similar if we include board size as a control variable. We 

consider board size variable as number of directors;. Board size is insignificant.

Kenya corporate governance index (KCGI). Our results arc similar if we include a 

subjective corporate governance index, which we construct based on 45 questions in our 

guide on various corporate governance issues. The subjective index could predict firm 

value and performance because management attitudes influence investor beliefs about 

management quality, or because it proxies for governance elements that were omitted 

from K( 'HI l he coefficient on the subjective index is small and insignificant.

Table 4.4: Regression estimates of the full model fur all dependent variables.
Explanatory Dependent*

ToblnsO
Dependent-ROA Dependent-UOE

CCDI *2.09” -.37 .73
± 2 .0 \) (-•82) (.40)

Board size -.37 -1.22 -1.95
(-.54) (-4.13) (-1-5)

Size- U(SALES) -.003.1 .0019 .0023
(-1.58) <1.69) (.62)

Leverage -4.51 - I I .2 T -65.28'” ’
(-•44) (-2.62) (-3.73)

Block holdings -Oft -.02 -.03
(-.60) ±70) (-.19)

Director holdings -.11 -.04 0.21
(-.73) (-.42) (.69)

R-squared .26 .07 .042
No. of observations 35 35 35• ", *** denote MpuiicMce mtheITTlI IKS?;an.rovi Joel |-«la««:»a/r hi puinlWiU

determinants o f limi-level market valuation. The dependent variables are Tobin's 
<),Return on Assets, and the Return on P.quily. The regressor variables aic defined ns 
follows: In(SAI.P.S) denotes the logarithm of sales ((for the year 2007), BORD S17.F is 
the number of board members for 2007 hit AGP) is the number of years listed on the 
German stock exchange, and I.PVPRAGE is computed as the ratio of total liabilities to
total assets (end 2007) BLOCK HOLDING is the proportion of share capital of over 
22.5% held by an individual or institution and DIRECTOR HOLDING is proportion or 
capital held by directors
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Table 4. 5: Descriptive statistics fur all variables used in the aiialysis

Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Median S.

Deviation
Dependent

TobinsQ 0.49 0.49 3.225313 2.89 2.327164

KOA0 o -0.2} 0.3 0 069618 0.06 0.084694

ROli % •6 35 0.54 5.MF-05 .16 1 127262

Explanatory

CCD! 26 41 33 71429 34 3.213079

Board size 5 17 1014266 10 2745508

Log( sales) 20 50621 27.36S 22 45333 22.2154 t 298008

Debt to assets 
ratio

001 .89 0 550588 .515 0 232626

Block holdings 0 .82 0 425588 .45 0.239547

Directors
holdings

0 .82 0 132824 0 0.234741

Firm age 1 57 23 25714286 21 10 19067
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Results for Suhimliccs and Reduced Indices

1 able A. 6: Descriptive statistics of the formulae and sub-indices

R O A .R O E r - f i K C G l *  f i^ R D S Z *  p^LNSALF.* f t  LEV * p B L C K + p D R C l

ROA
ROE
KCGI
BRDSIZE
LNSA-SIZE
LEV
BLCKHLDG
DRCTHLDG

minimum maximum
-0 23 03
-6 35 054
26 41
5 17
20 50621 27 36778
0 01 0 89
0 082
0 082

mean sL dev
0 066273 0.083696
5 88E-05 1 127262
33 71429 3 213679
10 14286 2.745508
2245333 1.298008
0 550589 0 232626
0 425588 0 239547
0132824 0 234741

kurtosis skew
5.455427 -0 49726
333152 •5 74414
0 145523 -0.14305
0 084614 0104098
4.978955 1.598582
0.59611 •0.0897
•065979 •0.4290
1 785192 1 69139

SUBINDICES
nsesR 4 e
SHRHRGHT 10 17
BROSTR 0 6
ETHICS 0 12

6 571429 
14 57143 
2 714286 
9 428571

0 884032
1 719879
1 426048
2 186667

0.903635 
0182218 
•0 58567 
9 378435

•003581 
•0.75302 
015147
•2.30558

I'ahlc 4.6 contains our OI.S results for subindices In row (1). we regress Tobin's q on 

each of our live subindiccs. included one at a time in separate regressions, in each case 

replacing KCGI in our base OI.S regression: Fnch subindex is significant at the 1% level 
or better.

In row (2). we control lor the other subindices by adding, as a control variable for each

subindex, a Reduced Index (0 80) that equals {KCGI - indicated subindex). We show 

results for subindices in row (2A) and for each Reduced Index in row (2U). All 

subindices have positive coefficients, but the coefficients and /-statistics decline, as 

expected. Hoard Structure, uiul Disclosure subindices remain significant.. Shareholder 

Rights Subiiulex is marginally significant In row (3). we include all five subindice:, in a 
single regression, with similar results.

« s » * s
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Ordinary least squares regressions of Tobin's q on KCGI and each subinJex. Control 
variables and sample (u 494) are the same as in our base OI.S regression. In row ( I ). 
we replace KCGI with the indicated subindex, without a separate control for the rest of 
the corporate governance index. In row (2). we add a control variable for a "Reduced 
Index" which equals the sum of the other four subindites. In row (3). we include all live 
subindices as separate independent variables •. •• . and •••  respectively indicate 
significance levels at 10%. 5%. and 1% levels, t-vnlucs. bxvcd on White's 
hctcroskcdnstieity*consistent standard errors, are reponed in parentheses. Adjusted R2 is 
shown for each regression. Significant results (at 5% level or better) arc shown in 
boldface

I 'ahlc4.7 OI.S Results for Suhimliecx

KCGI or 
Subindex

Kl 07 Fin
disclosure

Share
holder
right

Board
structure

Ethics

depemient 
variable 
Tobin's </

0.0064* * 
(2.77)
m 2

0.0066***
(17))
29?) -S

i 
® • • • 0.0116••• 

0  2))
2'05

O.OOS4*** 
(6 12) 
) ) ) i

Coefficient
on
tubindcs,
with
control for
Reduced
Index

0.0040*
(l.?3)
3343

0.0070—
(J.0X)
.3329

0.0051
(1.31)
.3330

0.0060**
(3.28)
.3345

:u
Coefficient
for
Reduced 
Index (sum
of
remaining
xublndicM)
(from same 
regression 
as column 
2A)

0.0072***
(5.62)
0.3345

0.0062***
(5.14,
0.3329

0.0067*••
(5.06)
03330

0.0065* ** 
(5.51) 
0.0067* *•
0.3328

3
Coclficlents 
from single 
regression 
with all 
subindiccs

0.0043*
(1.73)
0.3320

0.0068—
(2.92)
0.3320

0.0052
(133)
0.3320

0.0062**
(2.48)
0.3320



I able 8: Descriptive statistics of sub-indices

tin.
minimum maximum moon st dev kurtesis skew

disclosure
Shareholder

4 8 6.571429 0 884032 09SG635 0 63581

rlgjiii
tkuiJ

10 17 14 57143 1 719879 0182218 0 75382

structure
Khics

0 6 2 714286 1 42G048 -0 58567 015147
0 12 9 428571 2188667 9 378435 2 30558

Since each subindex is significant in row (1). almost any weighting will produce an 

overall index that is significant in explaining Tobin's </. Moreover, the coefficients on 

subindices are similar in magnitude, ranging in row ( I) front .0064 to .0133 and in row 

(3) from .0040 to .0106. Thus, subindex weights me unlikely to greatly affect the 
coefficient or significance of KCCI.

We confirm the intuition that our results for KCCI are not sensitive to subindex weights 

in two ways, first in row (21)), each Reduced Index is statistically strong, and 

coefficients '  .try only from 0.0057 to 0.0072. Hie significance of each Reduced Index is 

lower than for K( 'Cl. 1 his is consistent with the predictive power of KCCI reflecting the 

combined effect of all subindices. including the less powerful Shareholder Rights and 
Board Procedure subindices.

Consider next the results in /able 10, low (3). Including each subindex separately lets the 

regression procedure weight each subindex optimally. Yet raw R2 increases only from 

II6> in our base OLS regression to .4199 in this regression, while adjusted R2 declines 

Irom .3343 to .3332. Thus, allowing different weights on subindices docs not improve 

regression power. We can use the row (3) regression to construct an "optimal" index that 

maximizes the power of our base OLS regression to prcdicl Tobin's q 
This optimal index is:
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k('G  /optimal -  0.1 H>3 * Shareholder Rights Index * 0.2061 * Board Structure Subindex 

■* 0.1576 • Lillies sub-index • 0.1879 * Disclosure Subindex.

Iliis optimal index would take an OLS coefficient of .0064 <r 0.12). only modestly 

higher llum the coefficient of .0066 (/ = 6.30) for actual K ( '07.

I able 4.9: C orrelation matrix for corporate governance suh-iudiccs. 
i hi> table shows the correlations among the five corporate governance sub-indices. The

aggregate corporate governance rating (CGR) consists of governance proxies in five 

categories: (i) financial disclosure . (ii) shareholder rights (iii) board stiuctuic and 

functioning and (iv) ethics. lurch sub-index is constructed using an equal weighting 
scheme for the respective survey questions.

Fin. disclosure Shrhldcr rights Board structure Kthics
• in disclosure 1 000

Slirlilder rights 0 205823 1.000

Doan! Kirottirro 0063325 0 584178 1.000

I-iliics 0 052166 0 347458 0 285655 1.000
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

5.1 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we report evidence that corporate governance is an important ('actor in 

explaining the market value of NSE listed companies, and that this effect is likely causal 

We construct a corporate governance index (CO/. 0-100) for 35 of the 55 companies 

listed on the Nairobi Stock Exchange. We employ extensive control v ariables. We find an 

economically significant correlation between CG/and firm market value

I he regression discontinuity approach (borrowed from labor economics) is potentially 

generalizablc to other corporate governance research. It can apply whenever corporate 

governance rules change based on a numerical criterion such as firm size We also find 

evidence that Kenyan firms with 50% outside diicclors me more highly valued. Firms 

with 50% outside directors have 0.13 higher predicted lobin’s </ (roughly -J0% higher 

share price), with similar coefficients for firms for whom 50% outside directors are 

mandatory and linns that voluntarily adopt this practice. This suggests that outside 

directors can be valuable in a emerging market country, even if the outside director 

requirement is imposed by law rather than voluntarily chosen.

Rettcr corporate governance does not appear to predict higher firm profitability. It docs 

appear to predict lower cost ol external capital, perhaps because investors expect insiders 

to engage in less self-dealing. It is an open question to what extent lire higher share prices 

ol better governed firms reflect an increase in total firm value, versus a decline in private 
benefits of control enjoyed by insiders.

5.2 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

horn the findings ot the study, it is ev ident that corporate repotting by listed companies 

in the country is ol a satisfactory level. Rut we need to take cognizance of several 
challenges.
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!• Disclosure alone in the annual reports shall not be enough. Practice of good 

corporate governance must also be emphasized. Practice together with disclosure 

can facilitate and stimulate the performance of companies, limit the insiders' 

abuse of power over corporate resources and provide a means to monitoi 
managers' opportunistic behavior.

2. Within the current type of analysis, scope may he widened by covering the 

corporate governance disclosure practice by Kenyan public limited companies 

over u number of years to find out the extent of Importance the organizations arc 

emphasizing on this issue.

3. I he CMA guideline has had an impact on the rejHtrling practices o f quoted 

companies; so has Central Bank requirements on the financial statement of 

financial institutions. I he majority of business organizations, however, fall 

outside the purview of the CMA and the Central Bank. There is need to usscss the 

gaps and loopholes in the governance and related reporting for such private 

companies. Scholarly effort should be directed in this sector.

•1. further tescurch is necessary using time series techniques and panel data to 

evaluate the improvements and trends over time, litis can help ascertain the 

drivers . (or impediments) to advancement in proper governance practices and 
reporting.

5. further analysis may also include managerial perceptions studies and 

stakeholders' perceptions studies.

(> Steps should be taken for mandatory compliance of the CMA notification and for 

reducing the gap between disclosure practices especially for companies not 
quoted at NSli.
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5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY

I he findings o f the study may l>e limited in the generalizability because of several data 
and methodological weaknesses:

1. First, the whole population of the 54 listed companies could not be studied 

because of inaccessibility of their financial statements. A clearer picture of the 

companies’ practices would he gleaned only if the full population were used.

2. Moreover, in this project all the disclosure items are given same weight. 

Although this helps to reduce subjectivity, the market may place higher 

emphasis on certain elements of governance

3. Also, some aspect of governance may be considered to be a basic component 

or prerequisite to implementing others and thus should Ik- given more weight.
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A P P E N D I X  I
Corporate Governance Disclosure Index Questionnaire Checklist.
Financial statements will he examined to determine whether or not they report on 

the disclosure issues listed below. ‘YES’ will score 1, while *N()' SCORES 0.

DISCLOSURE ITEM YFS

0 )

NO

(0>

1. Financial Disclosures:

1. Financial and Operating Results

2. Related Party Transaction

.1. Critical Accounting Policies

4. Corporate reporting framework

5. Statement of Director’s responsibilities towards preparation and 

presentation of financial statements

6. Risk and estimates in preparing and presenting financial statements

7. Segment reporting

R. Information regarding future plan

). Dividend

II. Non- financial disclosures

,1. Company Objectives:

10. Information about company objectives

It. Ownership and Shareholders' Rights

11. Ownership Structure

12. Shareholder Rights

C. Governance Structure and Policies:

13- Size of hoard

14. Composition o f board

15. Division between chuumun and CEO
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16. Cluiinnuii Statement

17. Information about Independent Director

18. Role and functions of the board

19. Organizational Hierarchy

2U. Changes in Board Structure

21 Compliance with different legal rules

22. Audit committee

23. Remuneration committee

2d. Any other committee

25. Composition of the committee

26. functioning of the committee

27. Organizational code of ethics

1). Members o f the Hoard and key executives:

28. Biography of lire board members

29. No. of directorship hold by individual members

.30. No. of board meeting

31. Attendance in board meeting

32. Director stock ownership

33. Director remuneration

/:'. Material issues regarding employees, environmental and social 

stewardship:

34. Employee rclation/Industrial relation

35. Environmental and social responsibility

/ .  Material foreseeable risk factors:

36. Risk assessment and management

37. Internal control system

(7. Independence o f Auditors:
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38. Auditor appointment and rotation

39. Auditor fees

III. Annual General Meeting:

40. Notice of the AGM

41. Agenda of the AGM

IV. Timing and means of disclosure:

•12. Separate Corporate Governance statement/ separate section for 

corporate governance

43. Annual report lluough internet

44. Any other event

V. Best practices fur compliance with corporate governance:

45. Compliance with CMA notification
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A p p e n d ix  II: C o r p o r a t e  O l iv e t  n tm e e  d i s c lo s u r e  in d e x  q u e s t io n n a i r e  c h e c k  l is t
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